Week 7

A skit: Rickets?

Wednesday Excursion to Schloss Hellbrunn

Hellbrunner Allee
Markus Sitticus

Hellbrunn Palace
Friday: Trip to Vienna
Rest Area

At the Melk Abbey
Hint: The ceiling is flat
A view of the Danube

Melk Library
Melk Church
Back on the bus

Youth hostel
Hank shows us the Votiv Church
Burgtheater and a less than enthusiastic Mozart
Holocaust Memorial

Dinner and a visit with Art - a former OU-Salzburg Program Participant now enjoying a Fulbright Teaching Assistantship
in Austria

The Monument against War and Fascism
Bright and early in Belvedere Palace
Perhaps too early?

Do you know Jack - about the Soviet Liberation Monument?
Otto Wagner's Jugendstil subway station

Kelsey succeeds at the Secession Naschmarkt

Jason whets our appetite for the
Döner macht schöner!
Sunday: Schönbrunn Palace
The zoo at Schönbrunn: Bobcats on loan from the Athens Zoo
A visit to the cellars of Weingut Schachl
Our guides: Walter and Sabine, explaining the meaning of "ausgesteckt"